Cost and performance management
for Capital Projects.

Complete control for capital projects
Successful, efficient management of field development,
engineering, construction and other large capital projects
requires complete control. To meet the challenge, you need a
solution that supports planning, estimating, progress evaluation
and budget forecasting - preferably in one, integrated application.

key features
> configurable dashboards

mpower is the answer. For capital projects, mpower supports
efficient planning of the entire scope of work, total cost and
budget estimate and forecast, data capture during execution,
incurred cost, S-curves and performance. It works with your
existing software and systems, and it’s easy to implement and
use. And as it’s entirely web-based, it can be put into action
within hours, anywhere you can get access to the internet.

> advanced project estimating
> customised budget setting
> multiple cost and schedule baselines
> time recording and attendance management
> comprehensive cost management, including
actual, accrued, incurred and forecast costs

TOTAL VISIBILITY
It is vital to know the state of your project at every stage of
its life cycle and that your information is current, accurate and
relevant, so mpower is a powerful tool for controlling and
reducing costs. Data is only entered once, reducing the chance
of error and further reducing management time and costs. As a
web-based solution, mpower allows access to anyone in your
organization - and to sub contractors or clients - wherever they
are in the world.

> full EVM integration with trending analysis
> full material PO and Service Order integration

ABOUT MONITOR

> advanced PO management

Since 1987, Monitor has been providing software, training
and consultancy for Project Cost Management across a wide
spectrum of markets, including the offshore oil and gas industry.
Based in Aberdeen, Monitor also has offices in Houston, Calgary
and Perth (Australia), servicing clients throughout the world.
mpower is the company’s flagship software product is a tailored,
integrated solution specifically designed for capital projects.

> embedded tabular and graphical reporting
> sub-contractor collaboration
> completely web-based
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Cost and performance management for Capital Projects.
Making data work for you

Dashboards

mpower captures and analyses real time data, so it can tell
you what’s happened, what’s happening and what’s going to
happen. You’re planning and forecasting with the most accurate
information available.

mpower for capital projects uses integrated dashboards to provide
project managers with cost and performance information in a
single comprehensive view at the end of each shift. With
dashboards, managers can avoid the time-consuming task of
compiling reports, and clearly see what actions need to be taken
on a shift-by-shift basis.

mpower records time and expense electronically for accurate
status with minimum administrative hassle. This in turn ensures
accurate cost performance reporting, delivering an excellent
return on investment in a very short period.

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE FORECAST

Supply chain management becomes easier and more accurate,
as mpower can help you speed up procurement cycles, driving
down costs and effortlessly linking back to corporate systems.
With mpower, you can see every procured item instantly, with
no guesswork. Armed with robust project data, you can report
quickly and accurately, keeping your costs and cash flow under
firm control.
mpower’s sophisticated HR system holds standard information
like names and addresses, but it goes much further than that.
It can hold skill and qualification details - certifications, permits
and allowances, for example - and it can remind you when
these become out of date or require renewal. It also maintains a
comprehensive database of work norms for labor and materials
to help you value jobs accurately.

BUSINESS UNIT PERFORMANCE

With an easy-to-use, customizable reporting tool, mpower
allows you to generate sophisticated tabular and graphical
analysis at the touch of a button.

INTEGRATION
mpower for capital projects has been designed for fast, easy
implementation. You can choose terminology that suits the
processes and rules of your organization, and mpower is multilanguage and multi-currency. No matter what systems you
currently operate, mpower is built to integrate seamlessly - so
you can leverage value from your existing investment.
mpower has been proven through successful integration with
• SAP
• Oracle E-business Suite
• IBM Maximo
• Primavera
• Microsoft Project
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